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Ebact results are obtalned on the localization of eigenstates in one・

d i m e n s i o uこi n l h i t e  d i s o r d e r e d  s y s t e m s  w i t h  d i a g o n a l  a n dご‐d t t o n a l  r a n d o m‐

nesses。

A FurstenbergOtype theorem is established for the product of matHces

assoclated Чnth a mliti・眈 rko▼‐(lI壼n.

As a result, Matsuda and lshil's theory 18 genenlLttd to examine the

systems uth both andomnesseso Hamonic chains, tighay binding electronic

systems and Heisenberg‐ 】MLLttiS model are considered as typicd examples.

§10 1ntrOduction

Fbrom the pioneering work of Andersonl)problem of localization of one‐

Particle wave functions, caused by some randomnesses,has become one of the

dlncult but attractive prOblems in many ttelds of physics。

HistoHcally many attempts have been made to understand the feature of

localizationo  Numerical studies on inite systems brought us many stnking

features of the localized states.2),3) TheOretical studies, however, often failed

to reproduce the features and brought us to the conclusions which were not

true.

EIconOmOu,(Cohen4)and Licciardello5)are good successors of Anderson's

approacho  They have proposed some general criteriOns on the localization

Of eigenstateso The F(E)methOd Or L(E)methOd iS applicable to many

problems without the restrictions of the di:nension and the structure of the

system.  However, the accuracies of their results are sti1l obscure.

Scaling and renOrimalization group are useful lmethods to study the prob‐

lem。0)～0) They are expected to give us a sharp criterion whether states are

locaHzed or noto  Some Of the theoretical bases are, however, intuitive ones

and justiicatiOn of this approach seems yet to be left。

We should remark the other tlⅣ oo The one is the recent progress on

perturbative approach10)～
12)and the other are some discussions on one― dilnen‐

sional conductors.1つ
″10

Concerning one‐ dilnensional systems we can ind some theories which

have little obscurity, such as Herbert and JoneS17)and Thouless's18)relation.

E)specially Matsuda and lshil's prObabilistic apprOach (referred to as M110)and

120)) 。n the exPonential growth of each particular wave function is a precious
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0ne which gives us lneaningful rigorOus conclusiOns.  In general probabilistic

treatments brillg us much correct information on random systems and this is the

approach through which we want to discuss the localization problem.

The purpose of this paper is thus to extend their theory to be applicable

to general one‐ dilnensional systems Ч パth or‐ diagOnal randomness.  It be‐

comes  then  necessary to generalize Furstenberg's convergent theoren121)

tO the case of a product of matrices associated with a multi‐ Markov‐ chain。

The Furstenberg‐ type theorern thus obtained Plays an essential role in this

papero  A part Of the generalizatiOn has been given in its original fornl,22)s。

attention is pald here to further generalization of the theory and also to

some applications.As is noted in§ 2 we can discuss a wide variety of sys‐

tems with the theoryo  We need not necessarily restrict our discussion to the

system with nearest neighbour interaction.  However,rather silmple examples

are discussed。 One‐ dilnensional Heisenberg‐ Mattis lnodel with randonl exchange

interactions and random expectation values of St, harmonic chain with mass

and force constant randomnesses and one‐ dimensional tightly binding electronic

system with diagonal and o“ ‐diagonal randomnesses,are good silnple examples

to see the applicability of the theory。

In the next section model systems which can be treated rather easily

are described. In §3 general aspects of the theory are shown using these

exampleso ln§ 4 a Furstenberg‐type theorem is derived in a general form.

The theorem is applied to our models in §5。 Conclusions and discussions

are given in the inal section.

S 2. Model syetene

The systems which we are interested in are one-dimensional infinite linear

systems with short-range interaction. Theoretical restrictions to the system

which come from the conditions in the Furstenberg-type theorem will be seen

in $ 4 on the following points.

a) The ensemble of systems can be considered as a stationary (multi-)

Markov-process.

1 1 1 0
b)  l im -a loe(  I I  ldet  ? ,1) :s ,  l im s loe(  I I  ldet  f , l ) :9 .

;-a n t-l t-a n l--r+l

c)  Q* ' t 'eSL(m, R).  (z '=1-s)

These are quite natural restrictions and under which a wide variety of sys'

tems exist. The theory presented in this paper is thus applicable to these

systems under the restrictions. The application of the theory is, however,

limited in this paper to some typical model systems written below which can

be treated rather easily.
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Hattο πた ελαJπ  The model is represented by an equation of motion

π十 ‐"・lZB・l―臨稀⊃―甲― ,
(―∞≦π≦∞)         (201)

where

′" + 1 =′. + 1 0 ,  a n d  O <′、.+ 1 ,π働<∞ .         C 2 0 2 )

There are three typical cases.

la) MaSSes π “take,mutually independently,〆 ditterent values with a com‐

mon probability distribution,

P(πL=″め=PrJ(independent of π), ノ=1, 0̈,r′,

属″=1。               (203)

The force constants are described as

ら0"+1=′(脅L,4.+1)=′ (解"+1'π■)。             (204)

When ″ (″略,2略 +1)=COnstant, only diagonal randomness (lDR) existS in the

system.

lb) Force constants ′ 島.+l take, mutually independently, r direrent values

with a comlnon probability distribution,

P(ら ,.+1=ι
`)=Jメ

 (independent of"), づ =1,¨ 0,r,

属F=1。               (205)

The masses are described as

牲 =π (ら, . + 1 ,亀■-1 ) =π (ら, . _ 1 ,ら, . + 1 )・         ( 2 0 6 )

When π "==conStant, only the randomness of force constant exists in the sys‐

teme Case lb)is equiValent to case la)thrOugh Toda's dual transformation.24)

lC) 鶴 take,mutually independently,r′ ditterent values with a common dis‐

tribution and at the same time ′ .,.+l also take, mutually independently, r

direrent values with a conll■ on distribution,

P(πL=爾め=Jν′,(independent of π), ノ=1, ・̈,r′,

f  ," :1,
t-l

P ( to ,o+r :  t t )  :  P '  ,  ( independent  o f  n ) ,  i : l '  " ' , r  ,
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目PC=10

1t shOuld be remembered here that Eq。 (201)is rewritten as,

Jしギ=′10.+14+1+(一′1,.+1-ιl,._1)4′+′10._1“1_1,

where

(201′)

(2・7)

(208)

(209)

(201″ )

協 α″′2

riュtゎ られ″πg θルσ″οπた syJθπ The model is descHbed by the
Hanliltonian

′1,3=π希芳
and“'′=y死“,。

where

H=Σ I″〉らくπl+Σ(lπ〉亀「+1〈π+11+|"+1〉亀+1_〈πl),

(一∞≦認≦∞)

ら,. + 1 =ら+ 1・.  a n d  O <亀 . + 1 <∞ 。 ( f O r  a l l  π)

In this model DR and ofi-diagonal randomness (ODR) means the randomnesses

of atomic energies €" and transfer integrals /*1as r€Sp€ctively.

It should be mentioned that the assumption (2.9) does not restrict the

problem because any randomness of phase of transfer integrals fu111 can bE

eliminated by a transformation in which only the phases of the basic functions

change.s Thus a system with complex transfer integrals is equivalent to a

system with no phase randomness.

The following three typical cases are considered.

2a) Like case 1a), atomic energies 8. take, mutually independently, r' difierent

values with a common distribution. When ts.+r: !(e"r 6o*r) :constant we have

systems with DR only. It should be noted that excitonic systems of Frenkel-

type can also be considered to be in this case.

2b) Like case 1b), the transfer integrals take, mutually independently, r dif'

ferent values with a common distribution. When e":€(t*.*r, h"-t) =constant

we have systems with ODR only.

2c) Like case 1c), the atomic enegies take, mutually independently, ,r dif'

ferent values with a common distribution and at the same time the transfer

integrals also take, mutually independently, r different values with a common

distribution.

Model I

IleiscnberS-Mattis mo&F As an simple example of magnetic system the

following Heisenberg-Mattis model is considered:
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where

where f,6.+rJ,,,,+r and S. for all z are exchangc interactions and spin operators,

respectively. The quantities 6, (for all z) are random variables which take

the values tl and the values of the quantities 6.t.*, (: tl) determine the

sign of the exchange interaction. For example, when 6":1 (or -l) for all

a we have ferromagnetic systems and when 6r*=-Fr.+r:l (or -l) for all

fl we have anti-ferromagnetic systems. In one-dimensional case with nearest-

neighbour interaction, any disordered system with ferromagnetic and antiferro-
magnetic cxchange interactions can be described by the Heisenberg-Mattis model.

The linearized equation of motion for ,S* = {S.*} about the ground state

l0) isrD

M.  Goda

″=―
:甲ξ"ξ・+lJ.,“+lS,OS,+1-λ ttξ“島

8,

∴.+1=ム+10.>0, ξ.=± 1,(fOr all")

′
3S+=0(λ

)1/S+,

鴫"′=亀ぬ"′,

0(λ).3′=(Σムと島+ん)銑“′―ム,′島,
■

島ユ≡〈01島ηO〉。 (ユ>0)

(2010)

( 2 0 1 1 )

(201の

(2013)

(2・14)

(2015)

(201の

(2017)

(2018)

An equivalent equation is derived for ^f and the corresponding equation can

be derived from (2.10) formally by using the following Holstein-Primakoff-

type transformation,t'

s,8=ξ"(s.―α椰+α.),

St+=三(2S,)1′
|(14・

・)ab +(1-― ξ.)哩ぃ11,

S.~=二(2S.)1′
 |(14ξ

・)α・
++ (1-ξ .)α口

|.

The eigenvalue equation for magnons is derived frOm (2・ 12)as

s - lωy=ο 中l醜針,  0申 =s- l o ,

(3ヽ
~鼈

ψ=Ottφ,  φ=じ鮒,

w h i c h  i s  w n t t e n  i n  o u r  c a s e  a s

亀φβ+柿佐口+いら_=畿ら,
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亀"=等「リロ+普J動H+豊,
ら,.±1 =― J . 0 ,±1。 (2019)

It is almOst irnpossible tO know the ground state 10〉of each disordered

system and hence we cannot know the values(ξ .だ繁)fOr eaCh Systemo We
thus assume,1lke mOdels l and 2,that ξ",1%and eム・腱l fOr all"are random
vaHables written in the f0110wing ten cases.

3 a O )島 〓S  f O r  a n " a n d  o n l y  ξ . ' s  t a k e  m u t u a l l y  i n d e p e n d e n t l y  t W o  d i r e r e n t

values ± l with a conllnon distributiono  This represent the Original Heisen_

b e r g‐M a t t i s  m O d e l  w h e n  t為. + 1 = J  f O r  a l l " . I n  O u r  c a s eム . + 1 = J (ξ. ,ξ. + 1 ) .

3 a l )島 = 1 ( O r _ 1 ) f O r  a l l  π  a n d  O n l y島
' s  t a k e  m u t u a l l y  i n d e p e n d e n t l y〆

direrent values with a cOmlnon distributiono  This represents ferromagnetic

random systems.ム ・.+1=J(島 ,島+1).

3a2)ξ "=~ξ 加+1=1(or-1)fOr all"and only島
's take mutually indepen‐

dently r′ direrent values with a conll■on distribution.  This represents anti‐

ferrOmagnetic random systems.∴ ,.+1=J(島,島+1)。

3a3)島
'S take mutually independently two values±

l with a common distH‐

bution and at the same time 島
's take mutually independently r′

 digerent

values with a common distributiOn.ム.±1=J(ξぉ,5L,ξ.+1,SL+1)。

3bl) ξ .=1(Or-1)and島 =S>O for an″ and only亀 .+1's take mutually

independently r″ direrent values uバth a conll■on distribution.

3 b 2 )ξ饒=~ξ 加+1 = 1 ( o r - 1 ) a n d島 = S > O  f o r  a l l″ a n d  o n l yム, . + 1 ' S  t a k e

mutually independently r″ direrent values with a conllnon dist」bution.

3 b 8 )島 = S > O  f O r  a l l″ a n d  ξ. ' s  t a k e  m u t u a l l y  i n d e p e n d e n t l y  t w o  v a l u e s±1

with a cOmmon dist五bution and at the same dme cL"+1'S take mutually in‐

dependently r″ direrent values with a common distribution。

3cl)ξ “=1(Or-1)fOr all″ and島
's andム

,.+1'S take,respectively,mutually

independently r′ and r″ direrent values with comlnon distributions.

3c2)ξ22=~ξ2■+1=1(or-1)fOr all″ and島
's andム

・.+1's take,respectively,

mutually independently ″′ and r″ direrent values with comlnon distributions。

3c3)ξ ■
'S take mutually independently two values± 1,with a common distri―

bution,and at the same time l%'s and 亀 .+1'S take, respectively r′ and r″

direrent values with conlmOn distributions。

A question arises whether O(λ)1/20 fOrん J卜0+or noto lt may be true

in the ferromagnetic cases(3al,3bl and 3cl)but it iS not guaranteed in general。

We proceed further in this Paper leaving the question.

§3。 ExPonential grOwth of PartiCular 801ution

When we put att for each model
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(3・1)

(302)

: ,/@.Qr(lr,r*r, dr, tr,.-t). (3'3)

Obviously detQ,=l. The following relation holds about the exponential

growth of the norm of X" for any J(e(R'-{0})*) where

‖X"‖=φ.2+φl+1+…+4+"_1,

X■=(Ⅱ T3)XO,
こョ1

1■ ÷
10 g‖(二 T 3 ) X O‖= l霊

÷
10 g‖(ユ 0 ` ) X O‖.中

わ

(3・4)

(305)

Our main purpose is to discuss whether the limit (3.5) exists and the

value of which is finite and positive, i.e.,

l im l lor l l  (UQ,)X. l l  :2T)o (3・6)
l-6 n

or not, independent of )foe (R-- {0}) and of sample systems. For this

purpose it is necessary to generalize Furstenberg's convergent theorem to the

case of a product of matrices representing a multi-Markov-chain. This ex-

ponential growth property of particular solution plays an essential role in the

localization problem. Once the exponential growth property (3'6) is guaran-

r) Intcger ra is the dimensiou of the transfer raatrir and rz-1 usually means tlre range of

the intcnction of the ayrtcm. Though m:2 in our simplc models and our examinationn

are made only on these models, property (3.6) will be related with a Furstcnberg'type

thcorem in 0,1 for gencral ;z' .
**) ps' general m,Q is deined as Q:lftjfl-o/')? 8nd it is supposed tbat lim(1/z)loef{

ldet Trl:0.
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teed, many conclusions are obtained using some other related theorems which

has essentially been given in the previous paper.

$ 4. A Furstenberg-type theorem

4.f) Let .0 be a set of all sample systems of the type discussed in

$ 2, including that of each simple model. A physically reasonable measure 60
can be introduced on .0 in essentially the same way as that in I; lr0 can be

extended to a complete measure on the whole Borel sets of the interval

E[0, 1]. It will be seen later that it becomes more convenient to omit

from .0P a set of special samples {rol} with a sufrciently small measure ex>O

in order to avoid a mathematical difrculty which occurs when we apply

Furstenberg's convergent theorem. It will be seen that we can make the

measure e*=f(lafl))O as small as we hope by making the set {a10} as

special one as we hope, so that the subtraction does not affect physical pheno-

mena. We thus define 9:Oo-lato!. . Obviously a complete measure l:/

/( l-e") is meaningful (as /({O/}):e") also on the smallest Borel sets

including the interval. E[0,1]-{di}, where {a/} is a set of intervals cor-

responding to the set {aryo}. lVe will use the expression tl(lail) tor tl(lof|)
in this paper.

Let

(401)

be a stationary (multi-) Markov-process representing !P. Random variable alcaln

be, for example, ,nr, t;r+L ot m- and l*"*1 in cases 1a), J,b) and 1c) respcc-

tively. a" thus take, in general, r different real values

(¨… ・
,α_1(ω),ら (ω),αl(ω),…

¨・
)

represents al completely. Corresponding to rrl or the representation of rrl a

sequence of the transfer matrices

at G -L,-r, r<oo)

independently of n. For any ae,9o

(。・…0,T_1(ω),■(ω),Tt(ω),……)

Or that of mOre suitably deaned O's

(・・・̈0,0_1(ω),0。(ω),Ol(ω),……・)

(402)

(403)

(404)

( 4 0 4′)

can be defined. Let Q.(at) or f"(al) can be determined for each n by n'

+n" +2 a, 's

(名B_3′(ω),名 応_.′+1(ω ),00¨
¨

,名 ら+口″(ω),GB+3・ +1(ω ))。 (405)
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When we put

α"=(ら _"ら _.′+1,…… ・,ら+r,ら +"″+1),     (4・ 6)

that is,

銑(ω)ミ(ら….′(の,亀….′+1(の,… ・̈

・̈・̈ ,`ら+″(ω),名B+"″+1(ω)),            (4・ 6′)

0 (ω )Can be determined by α .(ω)。 α .takes s direrent values independently

O f "

ὰ。
(′=1～ S,s≦′

′+r+2)          (407)

The quantities (a〆)thuS describe a local character of samples around a site,
for example, π 。

The set of sample systems ρ can be decomposed with the{ὰ
),in One

way, as fo1lows:

ρ=忍』°,

ρO〓{ω;αO(ω)=α
`fOr any ω∈ρ〈̀)};(J=1～S)    (408)

20 is a subset of ρ  composed of systems for which

αO(め)=α
`0              (409)

When we write

μ(ρ
O)=νO=ノ

マρ
“))/(1-ε″)=F° (1-む

°
)/(1-ε″),  (4010)

(グ= 1～ S )

each(ρO,F°
,μ

O=〃 ノ)becOmes a probability space.

4。2 ) O n  e a C h  S a m p l e  ω∈ρ《̀) ( J = 1～ S ) , t h eみt h“i r r e d u c i b l e  s e q u e n c e "

Of the ith kind Sド
`), and the corresponding みth “irreducible transfer matrix"

Of the ith kind O申(`),are deined as fonows:An “irreducible sequence''of

theづ‐th kind S`)is a sequence of α(ω)'S

(α.+1(ω),α.+2(ω),。・・,αヵ+.・(ω))             (4011)

which fulill the conditions that

( 1 )α. (ω) =α
( 1 ) , ( 2 )α

" + .・(ω) =α
( 1 ) a n d ( 3 ) n o  o t h e r  α

(ω) ' S  i n  t h e  s e q u e n c e

are equal to α(`). An“irreducible transfer mat」x"of the′‐th kind o申“)is

a product of transfer matrices c correspOnding to the“irreducible sequence''

Sの・

The irreducible sequences and transfer lnat】nces of theづ‐th kind are intro‐
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duced in order to describe the right semi-infinite chain of oeQ$ which start

from a6(al):d(o. Ovbiously the left semi-infinite chain of ae.9t3' can be

described with the correspondingly defined sequences and matrices. More pre-

cisely, a right semi-infinite chain of aegu' can be represented by an infinite

sequence of the irreducible sequences

(4.12)

with probability 1, and also by a product of the irreducible transfer matrices

(……Oι中
0。……08中

0。
Ol申

0) (4.  13)

with probability l. As a simple example the irreducible sequences and the

irreducible transfer matrices of model lb) or 2b) are shown in Table I,

for the case r:2 and i:1, with their values of probability distribution
p"'(Q*"') : lc'(.t") .

Table I. An erample of the irreducible acquences, the corresponding
irreducible transfer matricea and the values of the distribu'
tion of model 1b) or 2b) in the case r:2 alrd d=l- It is
abown i! f4 thst €r(r) is equal to the sum of (1-lD(r))rF!)
(l:Mr)-o) in this case and thus equal to (l-Ftl)t(r).

Qr(r) (^s(r)) !(t, (Q*(t,) : l(r) (/(S(t,) )

P$r/(r-rpttr l
(1 -P(r)) . p.r, / (f - r"ttr1

(1-Fr)) (r-r) , Ixt, / (f - t6'{tl;

(t -Ftr) LU(r) -rr .Pxtt 1(t - fr(r))

As is seen in our models adopted in this paper det Qi(o 
- I and grtrt

e.SZ (2, R) . In addition it can be expected that in general cases under the

conditions a), b) and c), Qdefined by Q:ldetTl-u"T (detQ= tl) produces

Qr satisfying det grter:1 and Qr<t'e.SL(m, R). We thus proceed further sup-

posing detQ*o:l Fnd Qttoe,SL(m,R). Hence we can de6ne G0 as the

smallest closed subgroup of. SL(n,R) including all kinds of the irreducible

transfer matrices of the i-th kind Q*(".
Then an infinite sequence of g*to {Qrttt'; l:1r2,3, "'} can be regarded

as a sequence of mutually independent G(o-valued random variables with a

common distribution l(o. In this stage Furstenberg's convergent theorem is

applied to the set of irreducible transfer matrices G(".

Frrstenbergls thcorem If

f) G: {Q'l. is a noncompact subgroup of. SL(m, R) such that no subgroup

S(1)

(rt'r; \lt 'r
(rttr; \itr);ttr

a

a

n-L
-J\-

( f t t l ;  \gtr)g{r l  . . .  2(r t  g( t l

:
Mt i - l

4

(rrtr;1PJdr-frt)r(tr

Q<t 
t r ,3t t l )

QG,t,, t(t)) Q(ltt , ,  1{tr)
a

:
Q(lct,, g{rl) (Q1rtt,,  l t t l)) (r-t)Q(!trr, t(t))

a

a

:
Q {trtr,t(t)) (Qtf,t, ,  t(t)) ) 

(.t(r) -t,Q(lttr, r(r))
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of finite index is reducible

, \ f3t 
J l lQ*lldrr(Q*) (- ,

( l lQ* II  :  tupl lQ*xl l  ,  XeRt and l lXl l  :1)

then

then

(4・14)

"0x 
l:-sll (gQ,*)xtl : r>o) :t

for any Xe, (R" - t0) ) .
If G(') satisfies the above conditions for an energy € or lto,

P(l彙÷10g‖(嵐01申0)XO‖=2γ中>0)=1
on the sample space g(" for all JG (R'-{0}). We thus have

,Qix}L,.rr)it"tl|tfi Q,*'n)*.ll- PG'2T,^'.r:27to;'o):t(4'r5)

on g(f) for all X.(+0), where n't'-n'r' (l') is the number of Q contained in

the product of the sequence of Qr('l's, i.e.,

"if"'Qr: fi Q,"n . (4'lo)
l - r  l - l

4.3) It has been shown that there exists a positive number 7(o defined

in (4.15), if do satisfes conditions 1) and 2). In this case, for a sufrciently

small e there exists an integer Jfo such that for ,ZJS3',

focttrtr-.rr(rta,,<l)q(r) (l')lr<;grrrc(r(.)+t)r(.t{.'r G.]-7)

for each n"'(/) where d,"'(l')(a)=a"'. Quantities ft't and g(" are some

positive numbers.

The relation (4.17) provides us, however, with only partial information

about the exponential growth of the wave function. It does not guarantee the

existence of f in (3.6) with probability 1 on 0 for any &+0. There are

three cases.

case a) The existence of 7(') (4.f5) is guaranteed for every subsets.

(d: l-s)
(for a given energy e or ltto)

case b) The existence of fto is guaranteed for at least on subset but at the

same time it is not guaranteed for at lesst one of other subsets.

case c) The existence of 7(') cannot be guranteed for any subset. It can be

shown, in the same way as we have already seen,'' thst at least in casc a)

the existence of (3.6) is guaranteed for the energy and
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T - f ( t ) : T ( , I = -  
o o r 3 T " ' ,

Now we obtain the following Furstenberg-type theorem.

(4.L4) is proved for every G(f) ( i : l -s),  then we have

(4 .  lg )

If the property

(4. 19)PI霊÷10g‖(二Cι)XO‖

r(ti- ltog ll
\i'+o n

=2γ〕>0)

〓
０＞γ２

〓為■・Π
Ｈ

: l

(4. 19',)

on g for all )Ge (R"- {0}). With the Furstenberg-type theorem localization

of eigenstates can be discussed in a wide variety of one.dimensional systems.

4.4) As mentioned above, a sufrcient condition for the exponential growth

of the wave function (3.6) is that the property (4'14) or (4'15) is proved

for every subgroup GI.r or subset 0(o. Conditions 1) and 2) are sufficient

conditions for the ploperty (4'L4> to be valid.

The condition 2) can be made to be satisfied when we omit from d(rl

the irreducible transfer matrices corresponding to the irreducible sequences

the lengths of which are larger than a sufrciently large integer Mo)N/Pt'.

The finite integer Mrt can be made as large as one hopes so that the

integer does not affect physical phenomena, that is, the probability distribution

of the subtracted set can be made as small as one hopes by taking a large

integer N. ft can be done by constructing the set 0 by subtracting from 0

a set {af} with a sufrciently small measure eo)Q. Apparently it is adequate

here to understand

{げ}0∈ρ●0,ノ(〈げ}0)=PCめεⅣO,(グ =1～ S)

{9JO)=
８一た】Ｈ

{9ブ
0}(`),ε″= (4.20)

and each [a,tol"' consists of sample systems each sample of which includes at

least one irreducible sequence of the i-th kind, the length of which is greater

than M',. The set g should therefore be understood, when it is necessary,

as an aggregation of all sample systems in which each sample ae.91n (i=1-s)

can be represented by two infinite sequences of the irreducible sequences the

length of which is less than or equal to N(r), describing the right and the

left part of the chain.

After omitting the special samples {af} from .(P, we have only to consider

the condition 1) for each subset g('). It is now evident that we can make the

finite integer N as large as one hopes and accordingly the positive value ey

can be made as small as one hopes so that the existence of ey does not

affect physical phenomena. Evidently probability I on g means, when it is

″
ク３一九一日
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necessary, probability l…―εⅣ on I夕
0。

$ 5. Applications of the theorem

As discussed in the last section a sufrcient condition for the Property
(3.6) is, in the meaning mentioned above, that condition 1) is satified for

each G(t '  (d :1-s) .

We want to discuss here the condition on our simple models. In these

models m:2 and excluding some special exceptions, F-condition is a tractable

sufficient condition. Now we can tentatively summarize about the property

(3.6) on these models using F-condition. We have the following conclu'

sions about the property.

On the models in $ 2 F-condition is satisfied for all energies, except for

at most seyeral special point energies on each model, irrespective of the de-

tailed characteristics of each model. Most of the exceptions, the special point

energies, are believed to appear only because we did not check F-condition

extensively on each model. Moreover we can find from a general considera'

tion of the condition that it is quite difrcult to find disordered one-dimensional

systems which do not satisfy F-condition. This seems to suggest that the

property (3.6) is a character almost common in the one-dimensional infinite

disordered systems.

§6。 Conclusion3 and discussionホ)

The ■ rst conclusion is that a Furstenbergotype theorem is obtained for

the products of random matrices representing a(multi‐ )MarkOV‐ chaino The

theorem is applicable to any stationary MarkOv‐process which can be repre‐

sented by a sequence of matrices belonging to SL(π ,R)O MOreover the

theorenl is applicable to some stationary Markov‐processes which can be re¨

presented by sequences of real matrices an of them do not belong to SL(π ,R)。

On this pOint only oネ0∈ sL(π,R)(J=1-S)is requested in this paper tO
establish the theoremo  The theOrem is thus applicable to a wide variety of

random systems.

Our second conclusion is, as a result of the lrst one, that the prOperty

(3・6)is satiSied at least,except for at most several point energies,for an

energies on each mOdelo  The property (306)guarantees the conclusions be‐

low using related theorems essentially generalized in the previous paper。
22)

The third conclusion is that any ininite chain which belongs to the cate‐

gory considered can be made to have an exponentially localized solution fOr

a given energy E*ホ )fOr which the prOperty(306)is satiSEed,by modifying

An essential part of the conclusions has been reported in Int. Conf. "Physics in One'

Dimensoin" (Fribourg, f980). (Ref. 23).)
.E means iar (or ar!) in model I and r in models 2 and 3'
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a matrix element to get a suitable value, except for the chains with measure

zeto on 0.
The fourth conclusion is that the spectrum is not absolutely continuous,

that is, no density of states exists which is Lebesgue integrable.

The fifth conclusion is that almost all of the eigenstates (for the energy

.0) are exponentially localized, in infnite systems' with probability 1 on 0,

in the sense that the following relation holds with probability I on 9,

lG*- (E- d0) I (O(exp { -T @) ln - mll )

in  the l imi t  ln-ml+a.

Here, in model 1, Eq. (2.1') is used to define G*. and .E means t r.

The sixth conclusion is that the weak absence of difiusionsr takes place

also with probability 1 on 9, for the above-mentioned energies in models 2 and

3.
Concerning the first conclusion one further problem is to discuss any

stationary Markov-process which can be represented by a sequence of matrices

belonging to SL(4,C). This will complete the approach and we will be

able to discuss almost all types of one-dimensional disordered linear systems

with short-range interaction.

Other problems are to discuss the rate of exponential growth f and the

feature of spectral densities. Recently we can see a remarkable progress on

the later made by mathematiciansD*t' though the model is different from ours.

Their model has point spectrum with probability I and the eigenfunctions are

exponentially localized. The former guarantees the absence of difrusion in

Anderson's sense and the later does the vanishing of the DC conductivity in

one-dimension.
It is finally concluded that Mott and Twose's conjectureD is almost justi-

fied in one-dimensional disordered systems.

We have now a new type of problem. How can one-dimensional systems

be conductive ? Residual interactions in three dimension, interaction between

particlesrD'st and interaction with the other degree of freedomro' such as pho'

nonst) ale some candidates for the mechanism of the conductivity. The prob.

lem is left for the future.
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